Newsletter
11th June 2021
Value: Honesty
Mag 7 value: Believes in
themselves

Seven Fields Primary School-Newsletter
Dear Parents/Carers,
A warm (literally) welcome back to term 6 and the run up to the end of the academic year. This term is always busy and can
be a little tense as there are so many transition points ahead. The new school staffing structure gets decided and children in
Year 6 will get a taste of secondary school whilst children who stay with Seven Fields will meet their new teacher. There are
sports days (hopefully with parental attendance) assemblies and goodbyes to all think about. Most importantly, children need
to have the reassurance from us as staff group and you as parents that we will work together to support them and make
decisions that are always in their best interests.
It was great to see the children in Reception class be filled with awe and wonder at the sight of the new Guinea pig cage that
appeared in school on Monday. Our new visitors are settling in well and the children are being very responsible in the way
they are looking after our new additions. In assembly today Mrs Still will announce their names as voted by the children in
Reception.
The value of the week is honesty and I have been encouraging pupils in assembly to be honest with each other and honest
with themselves. With a clear link to the ‘Euros’ which will be dominating our media and screens and conversations over the
next month (whether you want it to or not) I showed the pupils a video of how some footballers were honest on the pitch
despite being in a relegation battle. The video can be found here and is a great example of how adults can model honesty to
the rest of the world. It is really important that the pupils start to know their capabilities and believe in themselves more. The
‘can do’, ‘glass half full’ optimistic attitude must permeate the very core of our children. I want them to truly set ambitious
targets for themselves in any of their endeavours.
This week we were visited by our Real PE leader who did some training for staff and also we welcomed colleagues from the
Maths Hub who were here to support the work we are doing to improve children’s mathematical fluency.
Next week we are being visited by some governors and staff from a school, in Oxford who are particularly keen to see the way
in which children behave and support each other in their class learning. It makes me very proud that we have been selected
by leaders in RLT to showcase our progress and the skillset for others to see. It just goes to show how far we have progressed
in the last two years.
Have a great weekend everyone.
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Dojos gained this week
Class

Total Dojos

Class Winner

Miss Still

665

Muhannad 30

Miss Mitchell

636

Miss Goss

Attendance

8th June to 11th
June 2021

Maria 65

Firefly Class

89%

1190

Aiden 86

Bumblebee Class

94%

Miss Bickle
Mrs Crane &
Mrs Wright
Miss Smith &
Miss Roberts

604

Charlie 40

Robin Class

100%

265

Jesse 26

Sparrow Class

97%

Wren Class

99%

242

Renesmee 15

Miss Jessop

823

Freyja 36

Puffin Class

98%

Kingfisher Class

99%

Mrs Keye

733

Jenna 43

Miss Peapell

1287

Owen 68

Mr Donnelly

628

Anh 29

Fireflies

Alfie C for his brilliant effort in
phonics this week.

Krystal-Rose B for her amazing independent writing this week.

Bumblebees

Amir D for helping her friends and
encouraging them to believe in
themselves.

Landan G for trying his best to
improve his writing

Robins

Isla P for working really hard this
week.

Jayden S for believing in himself and
working hard.

Sparrows

Abdul S for always showing
exceptional learning behaviours and
for helping others.

Michael J for working with others,
talking about learning and answering
questions in lessons.

Wrens

Cliodhna M for always trying her best. Noah C for working hard on his
writing this week.

Puffins

Ethan S for fantastic independent
learning.

Akuzike for trying his best in ALL
lessons.

Kingfishers

Ava M for designing an awesome
Olympic logo.

Justin M for always being star student
and following the magnificent 7.

Hummingbirds

Brandon S for being a model
magnificent 7 student.

Michael H for great progress in his
writing.

Falcons

Preston V for improving his effort with Mia H for her effort in our PE lesson.
his work.

Eagles

Keira G for working hard on her timekeeping during lessons.

Hummingbird Class 89%

Falcon Class

94%

Golden Eagle Class

97%

Certificates
Congratulations to anyone
who has been nominated
by your teacher this week
Well done to you all on your
achievements !

Behaviour Cup
Archie L for making sensible choices and
joining in with lessons.
Seth D for joining in with lessons and
following the Magnificent Seven

Rosina W for putting in the extra
effort to improve her maths.

Follow us on twitter @sevenfieldsprim
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House points totals this week

Snowdon
Ben Nevis
Scafell Pike
Slieve Donard

Reading Prizes!
Each week, class teachers are nominating one child from their class to win a prize for their amazing effort or
improvements with their reading either in school or at home. Well done to all those who received a prize from
our Library Monitors this week! I wonder who it will be next week? Happy Reading!
Miss Peapell

Bumblebees
Robins

Dylan M
Harrison R-S

Sparrows

Oscar I

Wrens

Alexa-May

Puffins

Charlie S

Kingfishers

Freyja M

Hummingbirds

Brandon S

Falcons

Preston V

Eagles

Lily R
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Reading Prizes !
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The Swindon Stories Project—Literacy Champions!

Calling all parents! We are looking for Literacy Champions to promote reading and literacy within the
community. Specifically, we are looking for parents with children 0-4 who are comfortable creating activity
suggestions, videos of them role-modelling early literacy activities to go on our Facebook page, or simply
promoting our fabulous, free content from the Swindon Stories, with their friends and family.
We are also keen for you to explore stories, rhymes and songs from your native country/culture, if English is
your second language. This is a great way of highlighting how many languages are spoken in the area and
celebrating our diverse communities. Bilingualism helps children’s learning because they can think about their
ideas in both languages. This helps them do well at school, learn other languages more easily and have more job
opportunities in the future.
As lockdown starts to come to an end, there may also be opportunities to get involved with live events and book
giveaways!
For some inspiration on what content might be good to create, take a look at our wordsforlife.org.uk as a start.

For further information, have a look at our Literacy Champions page and contact
anish.harrison@literacytrust.org.uk to sign up or to speak further about the project.
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Sparrow Class—Experiencing Olympic sports and seeing how far we can throw!

Sparrow Class—Acting out the new exciting vocabulary they have been learning!
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Kingfisher Class—Olympic silhouette art
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Kingfisher Class—Designing and Olympic themed game
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At lunchtimes we have been focussing on this weeks
values of being honest and believing in yourself. The
lunchtime play leaders would like to give the following
children a huge Well Done for standing out and
showing just how we use these values:
Aiden W (Robins)
Theo P (Falcons)
Lagan G (Falcons)
Kayden P (Falcons)
Benjamin H (Robins)
Kyron C (Hummingbirds)
Liam J (Kingfishers)

Catherine J (Hummingbirds)
Rosie M (Hummingbirds)
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